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Criteria 48
• These criteria are about planning how the students will go 

about 
‒ designing
‒ prototyping 
‒ planning 
‒ scheduling 
‒ sourcing equipment 
‒ sourcing tools 
‒ sourcing components 
‒ and so on. 



• The criteria are mandated; the indicators are guidance. 
• You can use the indicators to be able to form a judgement in 

ways that are appropriate to particular students in a particular 
circumstances, in a particular year of the study that you are 
teaching them in. 



• You need to make sure that you tie all of your considerations 
for criteria with the systems engineering process.

• The systems engineering process is one that is iterative. 

• So it's not a ‘one-shot-type’ project. 



• It is important, however, that you use the same indicators 
for each of the students in your particular class, so that you 
can be fair with respect to how you're going to arrive at the 
judgement.

• Although not all indicators must be used, those that you do 
use must be applied for all the students. 

• The way to think about this is what indicators are reasonable 
to be applied to all students in this particular year and these 
circumstances fairly. 



Note that the indicators are quite broad, and that is because 
in any ordinary year, your interpretation of those indicators will 
change, depending on your cohort and their unique 
circumstances. 



Carrying out the plan, evaluating
Essentially, criteria 4 – 8 are concerned with the student 
carrying out the intention, adapting when the plan does not 
go to plan, making decisions, replanning and evaluating 
their performance with respect to the systems engineering 
process.
This works most effectively when criteria 1 – 3 is 
completed with regard to intention development.
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